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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
It is a well-design study adding new information to the literature. According to my

knowledge, it is a novel paper in its field opening new horizons for further evidence.

Authors, succeed to present their findings in a clear way. In addition, the object as well

as the results are appropriately discussed in the context of previous literature explaining

the importance of the manuscript in its field. Authors succeed to present their data in a

clear way adding information to the existing literature. Therefore, I have no corrections

or further work to propose for the improvement of the manuscript and therefore it can

be published unaltered.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This manuscript is interesting and potentially useful, since authors explore whether the

imbalance of intestinal microbiota plays a key role in the pathophysiology underlying

metabolic dysfunction of patients with T2DM complicated by OSAHS. Although

authors identify the main microorganisms associated to this disfunction some concerns

are regarding this manuscript: the small sample size and the causal relationship between

T2DM complicated by OSAHS and gut microbiota; instead, could signalize the main

asportation, as its advantages and disadvantages to solve in future research.
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